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E-mail address: zimmerbj@mail.nih.gov (J. ZimmeOne of the fundamental properties of biological membranes is the high lateral integrity provided by
the lipid bilayer, the structural core and the foundation of their barrier function. This tensile
strength is due to the intrinsic properties of amphiphilic lipid molecules, which spontaneously
self-assemble into a stable bilayer structure due to the hydrophobic effect. In the highly dynamic life
of cellular membranes systems, however, this integrity has to be regularly compromised. One of the
emerging puzzles is the mechanism of localized rupture of lipid monolayer, the formation of tiny
hydrophobic patches and ﬂipping of lipid tails between closely apposed monolayers. The energy cost
of such processes is prohibitively high, unless cooperative deformations in a small membrane patch
are carefully organized. Here we review the latest experimental and theoretical data on how such
deformations can be conducted, speciﬁcally describing how elastic stresses yield tilting of lipids
leading to cooperative restructuring of lipid monolayers. Proteins specializing in membrane remod-
eling assemble into closely packed circular complexes to arrange these deformations in time and
space.
Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of the Federation of European Biochemical Societies.1. Introduction
The integrity of cellular membranes is provided by lipid bilay-
ers, bimolecular ﬁlms consisting of amphiphilic molecules held to-
gether due to the propensity of lipids tails to self-assemble into
layers expelling water, known as hydrophobic effect [1,2]. The high
energy penalty for formation of the oil–water interface makes pull-
ing a single lipid out of the bilayer a hard work, estimated as at
least 10 times higher than kBT, the characteristic energy of thermal
ﬂuctuations at physiological temperatures [3–5]. Thus, once
assembled, the lipid bilayer remains stable, the lipid heads screen-
ing the oily tails from water. The headgroups also guard the mem-
brane in the crowded intracellular environment – they repel the
apposing membranes via electrostatic repulsion and at shorter,
nanometer distances, via strong hydration repulsion provided by
the ‘‘surface water”, the ordered water layer associated with the li-
pid headgroups [2,6]. Thus membranes tend to stay as closed con-
tinuous surfaces ‘‘covered” by two layers of tightly packed, fully
hydrated headgroups. This structure is at the core of the ‘‘barrier
function” of the cellular membranes separating the intracellularlf of the Federation of European Bi
rberg).space into distinct compartment and guarding their hydrophilic
contents. Importantly, it does not compromise the morphological
plasticity of membrane systems, as lipid bilayers remain bendable.
Indeed, due to their small thickness of lipid bilayers, their bending
modulus k generally varies between 10 and 40 kBT [7] and the cor-
responding bending energy per lipid E is small even in highly bent
membrane vesicles (E = 8pk/Nlipids 6 kBT for 50 nm vesicle, where k
is the bending rigidity modulus, typically around 20 kBT or lipid bi-
layer). Nor did it prevent membrane remodeling, as cells evolved
ways to change the topological structure of their membrane sys-
tems. New closed membrane compartments are routinely pro-
duced (by the process of membrane ﬁssion) and existing
compartments uniﬁed to exchange their contents (by the process
of membrane fusion). Those processes, termed here topological
remodeling, are the core elements of intracellular membrane
transport, secretion and other morphological transformations of
the cellular membrane systems [8,9]. However, the energy of these
transformations is substantially higher than a kBT, as topological
remodeling implies that the structural stability of the membrane
barrier(s) will be transiently compromised. Thus such remodeling
in cells is usually conducted by specialized proteo-lipid complexes
designed as effective transducer of energy into the membrane
deformations [8,10,11].ochemical Societies.
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world milieu (the non-speciﬁc loss of this separation usually indi-
cates a pathological process, such as apoptosis, characterized by
leakage [12]). It follows that remodeling cannot be done by simple
cut and reseal. Intuitively, membranes are to be squished together
so that a tight contact is formed ﬁrst and then the lipid bilayers are
rearranged within the contact area to allow for fusion or ﬁssion,
preferably without allowing any leakage (Fig. 1), as proposed dec-
ades ago [13–15]. However, it was also realized that closely ap-
posed lipid bilayers form a uniform lamellar phase, characterized
by equilibrium separation between the lamella, determined by
the balance between attractive Van Der Waals and repulsive forces
[14,15]. This stable lamellar arrangement can be compromised by
factors (such as Ca2+) altering hydration and/or the average conﬁg-
urational volumes of the lipid molecules (termed lipid intrinsic
curvature), leading to bending of monolayers into non-bilayer lipid
arrangements [14–17]. These phases are also formed by lipid spe-
cies directly involved in regulation of membrane remodeling in
cells [18,19]. At high densities, these components also impair the
structural stability of a membrane [13], so if they act in biological
remodeling their action must be conﬁned. Thus, the hypothesis
emerged that membrane remodeling in cells relies on the forma-
tion of localized non-bilayer intermediates, i.e. local and transient
connections between apposed membranes [14,15,20,21]. Since
then, tremendous efforts have been applied to detect and describe
such connections, leading to establishment of the stalk paradigm
[16,17].
Early studies considered the stalk, an hour-glass connection be-
tween two membranes, as a hypothetical intermediate, a station-
ary (although short-living) structure [13]. Direct experimental
detection to verify the existence of the stalk in a biological process
is still lacking. However, multiple indirect proofs have been accu-
mulated from the experimental studies on lipid sensitivity of fu-
sion, theoretical estimations and simulations (reviewed in
[22,23]). These works have outlined the main geometrical features
and energetics of the stalk intermediate. Importantly, this interme-
diate has been recovered in numerical simulations [23], conﬁrming
the ability of lipids to self-assemble in such structures under de-Fig. 1. Membrane fusion and ﬁssion as localized membrane restructuring. (A) A simpliﬁ
common intermediates and the transition stage characterized by formation of a defect
resolves formation of membrane protrusions, induced by GPI-HA, leading to formationﬁned constraints. Furthermore, recent results indicate the involve-
ment of similar structures in membrane ﬁssion [24].
The initial hypothesis of a stationary stalk intermediate,
although being extremely successful in predicting the effects of lip-
ids, cannot explain how the hydration repulsion is overcame and
the lipid bilayer ‘‘opens up” to let the stalk form (Fig. 1). It ascribes
the main energy barrier of the fusion reaction to the elastic energy
of the stalk. Satisfactory as an initial approach, it is being exten-
sively developed in the recent literature to account for the whole
pathway of the membrane remodeling (reviewed in [22]).
These studies reiterate the role of elastic (curvature and tensile)
stresses at the initiation of membrane remodeling, as has been sug-
gested earlier [15]. In application for protein-driven membrane
shaping, these studies lead to reﬁnement of the ways in which
the protein machinery can affect the intrinsic pathway of mem-
brane remodeling deﬁned by minimization of the energy of lipid
intermediates. We will discuss the newly proposed pathways of li-
pid rearrangement in the contact zone and corresponding struc-
tural features of the proteo-lipid machineries evolved to regulate
the cooperative membrane deformations needed for topological
remodeling.
2. The fusion site
Intracellular membrane fusion must proceed in a heteroge-
neous and dynamic membrane environment. This fact puts severe
restrictions on the process: rearrangements need to be fast (often
triggered) and localized (especially when small and tightly packed
membrane compartments fuse, since there is simply no space for a
large fusion machine). Indeed, electrophysiological measurements
directly indicate the nanometer size range of the detectable meta-
stable intermediates, the fusion and ﬁssion pores (Fig. 1A, [24–26]).
Other restrictions come from the lipid resistance to be deformed to
ﬁt into extremely curved stalk. Thus fusion (and for that matter ﬁs-
sion) appears in distinct fusion sites well packed with the special-
ized proteins capable of providing sufﬁcient energy for such
deformations (e.g. SNARE proteins, inﬂuence hemagglutinin (HA)
or dynamin). Those sites are transient and highly energized forma-ed representation of the pathway of membrane fusion and ﬁssion illustrating the
(‘‘opening(s)”) in the contacting membrane monolayer(s). (B) Electron microscopy
of contact points between fusing membranes (from [27]).
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membrane remodeling. Perhaps, the most illustrative are the dra-
matic changes in membrane geometry preceding fusion by HA,
when multiple localized connections form as revealed by electron
microscope imaging (Fig. 1B, [27]). However, higher resolution
images are still needed to resolve the structure of fusion complexes
at the relevant scale of nanometers.
Our knowledge about fusion sites has expanded dramatically
during the last decade, revealing clear evidence of force transduc-
tion from proteins to lipids. Perhaps one of the central problems
has been (and still remains) the role of lipids. Experimental data
support their deep involvement, as summarized in several excel-
lent reviews [17,22]. The generally accepted paradigm stipulates
that proteins bring membranes to the state of ‘‘spontaneous
fusion”, from which lipids gain the control on the process. Lipid
elasticity deﬁnes the ﬁnal outcome of the membranes’ interaction.
The assumption of spontaneous fusion upon reaching membrane
proximity (the proximity hypothesis) has been supported by both
experimental data and simulations, demonstrating that pure lipid
bilayers, being brought sufﬁciently close together, can indeed fuse
under certain conditions [22,23]. In this framework, fusion and ﬁs-
sion (at its ﬁnal, most critical stage) can be described in terms of
spontaneous (stochastic) transitions between arbitrary deﬁned
states (Fig. 1), the transition probability being deﬁned (at the sim-
plest level) by the energy difference between the states.
However, in cellular systems there is a clear ‘‘protein sensitiv-
ity” of fusion, i.e. a clear difference in the kinetics of fusion of the
same two membranes conducted by different fusion proteins, indi-
cating that the simples forms of the proximity hypothesis would
not be valid [28]. Furthermore, there are many indications in the
literature that spontaneous fusion of pure lipid systems is highly
parametrically sensitive. One needs to construct the fusion or ﬁs-
sion sites accurately in order for the stalk energy to be within
the reach. It involves tuning of the lipid composition, contact
geometry and elastic stresses applied to the membranes [24,29–
34]. The same requirements, establishing the tight membrane con-
tact, adding non-bilayer lipids and/or tension, are often evident in
simulations works [35–37]. However, some simulations as well as
experimental works indicate that the stresses theoretically re-
quired to initiate membrane rearrangements might be high en-
ough to induce leakage, a non-desirable companion of the
remodeling [37,38]. Thus, the proteins governing formation of
the fusion/ﬁssion sites must provide the equivalent of these special
energetic and structural demands to apply stresses leading to
membrane remodeling without substantial leakage of contents.3. Lipid rearrangements on the way to hemi-fusion and hemi-
ﬁssion: deformation ﬁelds and local disorganization of lipid
monolayers
The idea that drastic localization of membrane merger would
help to avoid extended structural destabilization of lipid bilayer
and leakage, is routed several decades back [20]. It is based on a
general physical assumption of point defects in lateral membrane
organization (which can be either pre-existent, such as impurities,
or speciﬁcally induced, e.g. by deforming the membranes, as
shown in Fig. 2A). Such defects can serve as natural nucleation
points for the formation of trans-monolayer contacts [14,15]. The
main reason is that these defects allows for ‘‘dodging” the repulsive
forces between the two membranes, via local disordering of the
hydration layers and thus triggering an hydrophobic attraction be-
tween the defects (Fig. 2B). In a simple [15] theoretical framework,
this idea corresponds to the semi-stalk hypothesis [13], assuming
spontaneous formation of small hydrophobic ‘‘openings”, the
places where the lipid heads are spread apart so that their tails be-come exposed (Figs. 1 and 2A, B). Such openings, if they meet, al-
low for the reconnection of contacting monolayers of the
membranes, directly leading to hemifusion. However, formation
of even extremely small semi-stalks requires prohibitively large
energies, making the appearance of spontaneous openings in stable
lipid lamellae impossible under physiological conditions unless
some bulk factors, such as alcohol, are added to the membrane
forming solution [39]. In simulations of membrane remodeling,
this barrier is revealed as through the force required for pulling li-
pid tails out of a stable bilayer [3,35]. Thus membranes indeed
need to ﬁnd ways around this barrier.
The ﬁrst, relatively obvious, step was to assume that membrane
remodeling is driven by substantial membrane stretching aug-
menting the probability of defect nucleation [15]. Furthermore,
semi-stalks can form and expand cooperatively, helping one-an-
other via disordering of the water in between them, the effect asso-
ciated with the so called ‘‘hydrophobic attraction” of the oily
interfaces in water [15,24,29]. Such attraction forces, yet to be
measured directly for freely suspended lipid bilayers, act at sub-
nanometer distances, so additional forces have to be applied to en-
sure the requisite close membrane apposition. The need of a close
and localized membrane contact led to the concept of small mem-
brane protrusions developing within the fusion sites [29,40].
Depending upon their geometry, such protrusions can support
the spatial distribution of elastic stresses so that they maximize
(‘‘focus”) at the contact points between the two membranes, thus
promoting their merger (Fig. 2). This effect is related to the fact
that at high membrane curvatures the elastic stresses in two mem-
brane monolayers can not be minimized simultaneously [24,30], so
that the stresses can be accumulated in the contacting monolayers,
or in the inner monolayer of the ﬁssion neck (Fig. 2A). This way the
sequential rupture of two membrane monolayers can be induced,
ensuring a non-leaky membrane remodeling via a hemi-fusion
(or hemi-ﬁssion) path.
Different types of such protrusions have been considered. The
early works considered interaction of membrane undulations, an
approach that proved relatively effective for extensive membrane
contacts [41]. These works indicate that the assistance of proteins
is required for small trans-membrane contacts, typical for cellular
membrane systems [29]. Indeed, some fusion proteins, such as
inﬂuenza hemagglutinin, can induce formation of membrane pro-
trusions leading to localized membrane contacts in the fusion site,
as resolved by electron microscopy (Fig. 1, insert) [29]. This con-
ception links curvature stress with the induction of the special kind
of membrane deformation only recently considered with rigor for
interaction of ﬂuid lipid bilayers, the lipid tilt (Fig. 2B, [29,30]).
The tilt, or deviation of the mean orientation of the lipid molecule
from the surface normal (Fig. 2A), has been traditionally associated
with gel lipid phases. For ﬂuid-like membranes the energy of such
deformation is high so that tilt generally appears in the situation of
high elastic stress, such as formation of highly bent membrane
intermediates. There, considering the tilt deformation allowed for
more effective packing of the lipid tails [29,30], making the phe-
nomenological description of membrane deformations more realis-
tic, and consistent with the results of simulations [35,36]. It also
helped to lower dramatically the energies associated with local
membrane remodeling, so that now the tilt deformation is gener-
ally considered when the shape of highly curved membrane struc-
tures is to be calculated.
Recently, the tilting of lipids in the contact area between closely
apposed lipid monolayers was directly linked to the induction of
hydrophobic openings leading to the self-merger of the inner
monolayer of a membrane nanotube (Fig. 2B). Thus the curva-
ture-tilt-hydrophobic opening link has been established [24]. We
note, however, that, despite the seemingly similar intermediates
involved in both processes, the initial deformation ﬁelds leading
Fig. 2. Membrane deformations in fusion and ﬁssion. (A) Membrane bending with high curvature leads to non-uniform distribution of elastic stress. Note the higher stress
(indicated in red) in the contacting monolayers, explaining why they ‘‘open up” ﬁrst while the distal monolayers follow; such sequence ensure the non-leaky membrane
remodeling along the hemi-fusion/ﬁssion pathway. (B) Formation of such ‘‘openings” can be associated with the tilt of the lipid molecules [24], the deviation of the mean
direction (n) of the lipids close to the ‘‘opening” from the normal to the neutral surface of the monolayer (N). (C) Strong membrane adhesion creates stresses in the perimeter
of the adhesion zone leading to singularities in the monolayer continuity and lipid tilting (from [36]). (D) Lipids in the perimeter can ﬂip one of their hydrophobic tails into the
opposite monolayer, leading to formation of molecular bridges between the contacting monolayers [35,36].
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ﬁssion and fusion depending upon the imposed symmetries (for
two possibilities see Fig. 3 below).
The nucleation of cooperative lipid tilting and the formation of
packing defects can also be observed in the one-dimensional case,
the highly deformed perimeter of a zone of tight membrane adhe-
sion (Fig. 2C). Instabilities in such a perimeter have been detected
by simulation techniques (coarse-grained [36], dissipative particle
dynamics [35], reviewed by [23]). These works revealed a very
interesting phenomenon, the induction of lipid ﬂips between con-
tacting monolayers, i.e. an ability of one of the lipid tails to jump
from one monolayer to another forming a single molecular bridge
(Fig. 2D). Such mono-lipid bridges further self-assemble into struc-tures corresponding to points defects, stalks and ﬁnally can expand
to a pronounced hemi-fusion (Fig. 2D [35]). Importantly, these li-
pid ﬂips are initiated only when membranes are at very close prox-
imity, corroborating the prediction of Helfrich-based theories and
mean ﬁeld calculations [29,34]. Fig. 2B illustrates that close mem-
brane adhesion induces tilt-like deformations over the perimeter
of the adhesion zone, where the lipid ﬂipping starts. The analysis
of these simulations leads to the hypothesis of energy barriers on
the way to forming a metastable stalk intermediate. The hydration
repulsion is overcome not by a cooperative (synchronous) tilting of
a group of lipids, but one by one, each lipid jumping across the ki-
netic barrier, so that two barriers precede stalk formation (ﬁrst for
a single lipid jump, second, for association of the ﬂipped lipids into
Fig. 3. Protein action in membrane remodeling. Fusion (A) and ﬁssion (B) proteins encircle the sites of membrane remodeling, where they induce membrane deformations
characterized by high non-uniform curvature stresses and tilt deformations leading to localize rupture of contacting membrane monolayer(s) inside the fusion or ﬁssion site.
The deformations proposed in the lipids of the inner monolayer of a tightly squeezed lipid nanotube (B). Note, that the points of the critical stress are far from the points of the
direct protein-lipid contacts (marked red in B), illustrating how the protein action spreads over the whole fusion/ﬁssion site. Point-like protrusions (A) or cooperative tilting of
the lipids are the ﬁnal effect of the protein action [24,40].
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jump one by one or cooperatively (i.e. as a whole bunch whose size
is deﬁned by energy minimization). However, all of the theoretical
approaches agree upon the fact that large elastic stresses and a
very speciﬁc lipid deformation, tilt, are deeply involved in the reg-
ulation of membrane fusion.
The open problem remains the coupling of tilt and the forma-
tion of hydrophobic openings to the lipid composition. The fusion
probability depends greatly on the spontaneous curvature, seen
even in coarse-grained simulations using simpliﬁed models of lipid
molecules (e.g. [37]). So called non-bilayer lipid species destabilize
the lipid bilayer (as at equilibrium they form different, non-bilayer
phases) and decrease the energy of curved monolayers of certain
geometry. But how the spontaneous curvature affects the initial
barrier(s) for membrane remodeling (including the barrier for the
lipid ﬂipping) remains unclear.
We add here that similar principles of the accumulation of
stress and deformation can be applied for the next transition (from
stalk/hemifusion to fusion pore [8,29]). Reversibility of stalk for-
mation indicates that it is a metastable intermediate [37,42], and
its development depends critically on the elastic stresses and
membrane asymmetry. However, the molecular details of the di-
rect stalk to pore formation (without formation of a macroscopic
hemifusion diaphragm) are less studied and are out of the scope
of this review.
In artiﬁcial model systems this particular deformation ﬁeld is
imposed through boundary conditions, indicating the role of pro-
tein insertion. Simply speaking, the point defect requires coopera-
tive action, indicated by the nucleotide sensitivity of the cellular
membrane fusion.
4. Ring-like protein arrangements and topological remodeling:
focusing membrane stresses
Relevant structural information about protein complexes spe-
cialized in fusion and ﬁssion are scarce. Attempts to crystallize or
crosslink proteins and complexes might lead to bulk structures
that lose their physiological phenotype (e.g. long dynamin spirals
[24,43]). But modeling based on biochemical methods, electro-
physiology and, recently, simulations indicates that protein com-
plexes arrange in space and in time to produce what is required:
stresses correlated with bringing lipid monolayers into close prox-
imity [24,29,44]. Fig. 3 illustrates how small arrangements of
membrane protein create membrane deformations leading to a lo-
cal destabilization of monolayer integrity. The key goal of such
complexes is the creation of membrane deformation with stress
distribution leading to close membrane apposition and merger ofcontacting monolayers, as depicted in Fig. 2. The localization is
provided by ring-like assemblies of the proteins leading to the pro-
trusion-type membrane deformations (Fig. 3A) or formation of
very narrow ﬁssion necks (Fig. 3B).
In both cases the deformation is transferred from the place of
direct proteo-lipid interaction to the contact point, illustrating
the principle of action at a distance. This principle, directly corre-
sponding to the needs of creation of stressed membrane contacts,
is also related to the structural features of the proteins mediating
membrane remodeling. They are generally quite bulky, possessing
domains responsible for protein–protein and protein–nucleotide
interactions, so they simply cannot be close to the contacting
points as they would critically augment steric repulsion between
membranes as shown for the inhibitory part of the SNARE fusion
machinery [45]. Several proteins are generally required to fulﬁll
the energy demands for the creation of high membrane curvature
(Fig. 3). Thus proteins assemble a complex, which can be depicted
in a simpliﬁed way as a ring-like assembly where proteins act from
the boundary of the fusion or ﬁssion site (Fig. 3). Their action is
transmitted to membrane deformations via specialized insertion
domains, creation of lipid clusters and curvature scaffolding [46].
They can also act from the outside of the fusion or ﬁssion site,
via alteration of bulk mechanical stresses (such as lateral tension
provided by protein coats far from the point of actual membrane
rearrangement [8,47]). These actions assume a high level of inte-
gration in membrane remodeling, leading to the concept of special-
ized domains. There is increasing evidence for the involvement of
proteo-lipid membrane domains in membrane trafﬁcking and
remodeling [9].
The energy required for membrane deformation comes from
coil–coiled zipping, GTP hydrolysis and protein–lipid interactions
providing a sufﬁcient basis for the creation of high membrane cur-
vature [10,11]. The mechanisms of the cooperative mechano-
chemical energy transduction are only beginning to be understood.
In many cases, especially in fast triggered remodeling (such as
membrane fusion leading to neurotransmitter release), the impor-
tant requirement is to ensure that the conformational change(s) of
the proteins are tightly coupled to the membrane remodeling. This
is achieved via careful spatial organization of the fusion site,
including the pre-accumulation of the curvature stress via auxil-
iary protein [48] and, likely, clustering of lipids by membrane-
bending proteins [49]. Clustering of lipids and macromolecules
has long been proposed as one of the essential ingredients of mem-
brane ﬁssion [50]. In minimalistic systems, involving only part of
the fusion/ﬁssion machinery, the process becomes stochastic
[24,43]. However, cyclic assembly of the ﬁssion complexes is made
possible by the constant inﬂux of energy provided by a nucleotide
V.A. Frolov, J. Zimmerberg / FEBS Letters 584 (2010) 1824–1829 1829[24,43]. It is important to emphasize once again, however, that
optimization of the fusion/ﬁssion machinery requires not only
careful formation of the corresponding protein complexes, but also
lipids: membrane remodeling can be severely inhibited by lipid
species modifying the spontaneous curvature and elasticity of the
membrane [8,24]. This way, topological membrane remodeling
should be considered as a phenomenon where proteins and lipids
cooperate to create highly localized critical membrane deforma-
tions leading to sequential rearrangements of lipid monolayers of
the interacting membrane(s), the foundation of non-leaky fusion
and ﬁssion of biological membranes.
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